Functional inactivity and mutations of p53 differentially affect sensitivity to 5-fluorouracil and antifolate inhibitors of thymidylate synthase (TS) by altering TS levels in colorectal cancer cells.
The role of p53 in altering TS expression and chemosensitivity was studied in colorectal cancer cells with wildtype, mutated, or functionally inactive p53. Cytotoxicity of TS inhibitors was studied by MTT, while PCR, Western blot, and activity assays assessed whether p53 status influenced TS expression. Lovo-175X2 cells showed increased resistance to TS inhibitors and significantly greater than wildtype expression and activity of TS. In contrast, Lovo-273X17 and Lovo-li were more sensitive to TS inhibitors and had reduced TS expression, due either to reduced TS mRNA or altered regulation of TS activity. Thus, functional inactivity and mutations of p53 differentially affect TS, potentially influencing response to TS inhibitor-based treatment.